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Dr. Nilanshu Kumar Agarwal is Senior Lecturer in English at Feroze Gandhi College, Rae
Bareli, (U.P.), India. He has his doctorate on T. S. Eliot from Allahabad University. Dr. Agarwal
is interested mostly in Indian aesthetics, diaspora and contemporary critical theory. His
interviews with a number of contemporary literary figures, as well as his research papers, book
reviews, articles and poems have appeared in publications, including The Vedic Path, Quest, The
Confluence, Kafla Intercontinental, Pegasus, IJOWLAC, The Journal, Promise, The Raven
Chronicles, Yellow Bat Review, Poetcrit, Carved in Sand, Turning the Tide, Blue Collar Review,
Bridge-in-Making, Kathakshetre, Hyphen and South Asian Review. Several anthologies have
selected his poems and articles. His poem “To Lord Krishna” is in the celebrated anthology, The
Pagan’s Muse. Several of his literary pieces have been included in The People’s Poet: Summer
Community Magazine of 2004 and are posted on websites. He has also edited a critical book on
Stephen Gill, which is to be published shortly. He edits Parnassus: An Innovative Journal of
Literary Criticism.

Dr. Diana Dominguez, who is on the editorial board of the Journal of South Texas English
Studies, is an assistant professor of English at The University of Texas at Brownsville where she
teaches primarily ancient to medieval literature and women’s literature. Her research interests
include gender portrayal issues in medieval literature, popular culture, and children’s/YA
literature, and since 2000, she has served as chair of the children’s and young adult literature area
of the Southwest/Texas Popular Culture/American Culture Associations conference. She has
presented and published both scholarly and creative work at various regional, national, and
international conferences and print and online journals. Her poetry has appeared in Eclectica
e-magazine, Pens on Fire online journal, Toasted Cheese online literary journal, the regional Rio
Grande Valley, Texas, poetry festival journal Boundless in both 2008 and 2009, and three of her
poems won Writer’s Digest awards in 2007.

Phillip A. Ellis is a freelance critic and scholar and has recently completed English honors
through the University of New England; he plans to start a master’s in 2010. His poetry
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collection, The Flayed Man, has been published by Gothic Press. Hippocampus Press has
published his concordance to the poetry of Donald Wandrei. He is the editor of
AustralianReader.com, Calenture, Studies in Australian Weird Fiction, and Melaleuca. His
bibliography is available from his webpage.

Andrew Keese is the editor of the Journal of South Texas English Studies. He is currently
working on his master’s thesis on D. H. Lawrence’s book of poetry Pansies at The University of
Texas at Brownsville. He hopes to begin doctoral studies in fall 2010. He is secretary of the
English graduate student association at UTB, EGADS!, and is a technical writer for the
university. He spent many years as a newspaper journalist before recommitting himself to
English studies. Since beginning studies at UTB, he has presented at numerous conferences,
including the South Central Modern Language Association, Conference on Christianity in
Literature, University of Texas at San Antonio English Graduate Student Symposium, and a
research symposium at UTB.

Alan Oak is a graduate student in English at The University of Texas at Brownsville, where he
also serves as senior editor in the Office of Marketing and Communication. Alan’s research
interests include science fiction and fantasy literature; feminist and gender theory; applications of
social psychology, neuroscience and evolutionary biology in literary criticism; and Web rhetoric.
In addition, he is a published poet, maintains a poetry blog at TwitterBard.com, and regularly
reads at conferences and South Texas poetry events. In June 2009, his interview with fantasy
author Lois McMaster Bujold was published at Women Writers, and a book review of Fan
Fiction and Fan Communities in the Age of the Internet that he co-authored with Jenny Ashley
has been accepted for publication in Extrapolation. He is currently working on his master’s
thesis, which explores the woman’s hero journey and feminine power forms in Jacqueline
Carey’s Kushiel’s Legacy series.

Monica Reyes is a student English master’s degree program at The University of Texas at
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Brownsville. She is certified to teach elementary, middle and high school and has worked as a
teacher in public schools and a researcher with the UTB’s College of Education. She has two
daughters Sloane Marie and Judah Katherine.

Dr. Anne-Marie Scholz has been living and teaching in Germany since 1994. A child of German
immigrants, she grew up in Southern California and received her Ph.D. in American cultural
history from the University of California, Irvine. Her first book, An Orgy of Propriety: Jane
Austen and the Emergence and Legacy of the Female Author in America, 1826-1926, was
published in 1999. Since then, her work has focused primarily upon the transnational reception
of American popular culture, gender studies, and new theoretical and methodological approaches
to film adaptation study. She has taught at the University of Tübingen, the University of
California, Irvine, and the University of Bremen, where she completed her post-doctoral thesis in
2006, entitled From Fidelity to History: Film Adaptations as Cultural Events in the Twentieth
Century. During the winter semester of 2008-2009, she was a visiting professor at the Institute
for English and American Studies at the University of Hamburg. She is currently a lecturer in
American cultural studies at the University of Bremen and a freelance language teacher and
translator.

Jeni Booker Senter is a published poet, essayist, and print journalist devoted to the
advancement of women. She is a member of NOW and AAUW and is an English and creative
writing graduate student at the University of West Florida. Her writing recently earned awards in
the CM Duque Wilson Essay Contest, the James and Christian LaRoche Memorial Poetry
Contest, and Outstanding Press Coverage in the 2008 Women in the Arts Awards sponsored by
the General Federation of Women’s Clubs. She has published more than 70 poems, articles and
essays and is a recent contributor to A & U Magazine, Northwest Florida Business Climate
Magazine, Troubadour, and Blackwater Review: A Journal of Literature and Art.
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Dr. Erec Smith is an assistant professor and writing center director for Ursinus College in
Pennsylvania and is a former diversity officer. His 2008 novel, Creamy Nougat, explores the
relationships of race, class, and social status in a “post-racial” context. These themes were
explored a bit further in his CCCC diversity blog entry, titled “The Neutrality of Culpability:
Toward a Re-conceptualization of a ‘Post-Racial’ America.” Currently, he is attempting to
synthesize rhetoric, composition, cultural studies, and spirituality into a coherent theory. He has
published on the relationship between Buddhist philosophy and writing pedagogy (“Writing
Under the Bodhi Tree”) and is currently interested in Buddhism’s potential contributions to
rhetoric, identity and ideology.

